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Stanley Kaujfmann on Films
Tough Guys aud Others

W hat an avalanche of arti-
cles and books followed
the arrival of Quentin
Tarantino's Pulp Fiction

in 1994. I've never seen a greater mass of
material about a film that was only the
director's second. Hallelujah choruses
resounded—not only in the U.S.—for
what was basically a blend of some well-
known previous styles. No question that
Tarandno did his blending smoothly
and that Pulp Fiction had its amusements
and (facile) shocks. But that it was the
peak of human achievement toward
which the human race had been aspir-
ing ever since the first protozoa wriggled
out of the slime, one could dotibt.

I began to feel a bit sorry for Taran-
tino. After that coronation, he had to
face the now-increased problem of his
next film. He seemed to be temporiz-
ing. He appeared in some pictures, he
produced some, but the written-and-
directed successor to Pulp Fiction didn't
appear. Now it's here; and, almost patly,
it's the flat, self-exposing dud that fate
often keeps in store for the initially over-
praised.

Jackie Brown (Miramax), adapted from
an Elrnore Leonard novel, has a plot—
about a gun dealer, drugs, detectives,
and a bail bondsman—that cannot be
commended for clarity. Every one of the
characters seems to know exactly what
he or she is doing and why, but, after a
while, we're willing to take their surety
as surety enough and just let the pic-
ture roll. To heighten the importance of
all this hugger-mugger, Tarantino often
puts a title on the screen, identifying the
place or time of a scene. These porten-
tous titles are merely pretentious.

The setting is L.A. and environs. The
main figure, eventually, is Jackie Brown,
an airline hostess in her 40s, played by
Pam Grier, who works for a line flying
between Mexico and the U.S. and who
smuggles drugs and money into the
country for the gun dealer, Samuel L.
Jackson. Jackson has a girlfriend, high
most of the time, done by Bridget
Fonda, and a henchman just out of the
pen, Robert De Niro. Jackson, to help a
friend, engages a bail bondsman, Robert
Forster, and there are two detectives,
Michael Keaton and Michael Bowen,
who are working on Grier to lead them
to Jackson.

Out of all this busyness, all the hot
controversies about matters not entirely
clear to us, all the schemes and counter-
schemes (some of them repeated from
different points of view), emerges chiefly
the fact that Tarantino is bent on estab-
lishing personal trademarks: casual kill-
ings (as in Reservoir Dogs and Pulp Fiction),
disproportionately bland talk about

those killings, the general ambience of
entomology with human insects.

It's notable that, in his ultra-realistic
films, those casual killings are kept that
way because no one is ever around—in a
parking lot or a side street—to witness
them; and the killer never checks before-
hand to make sure of this. It's also
notable that Tarantino adds, to the hip
atmosphere, some notably quaint cine-
matic touches: a split-screen shot, many
cross-fades between sequences, immense
close-ups. Then, as if to balance these
antiquities, there's the soundtrack of
raucous rock to assure us that, no matter
how much the director knows about old
movies, he's still cool.

Part of the reason for our weariness
with the plot's twists and turns is that
only two of the characters have any inter-
est. Jackson's gun dealer is a cliche, as is
Fonda's layabout girl, as are the two
detectives. De Niro's ex-con is too torpid
even to be a cliche. But Forster, who has
a touch about him of Charles Bronson,
seems a credible man, and then there's
Grier. Tarantino's best achievement in
this film is his casting and use of her.
This Junoesque woman, former star of
black action flicks, now almost 50, has
poise and intelligence and wit. Films like
Jackie Broiun don't need charm, but they
do need means of access. Forster and
Grier provide some chance of it.

The Tarantino question now is: Will
he wait another three years or more to
do still another pale reduction of Pulp
Fiction}

Diction note: Very often in Jackson's
dialogue he uses the word "nigger." The
several layers of irony implicit in a black
person's use of the word don't need
explanation; but before long, the ironies
peel off through frequent use, and we're
left with just the ugliness of the word.

Ma Vie en Rose (Sony Pictures Classics),
also known as My Life in Pink, is a small-
scale, delicate Belgian film about a boy
of eight or nine who wants to be a girl.
Long before Ludovic has any overt sex-
ual impulses, he has social and behav-

FILMS WORTH SEEING
Amistad. Steven Spielberg and a first-rate cast really recreate the past. This story of
the slaves who revolted on board /̂ie Amistad in 1839 is not complete, or completely
balanced, here; but the significance and the agony are strong. (Reviewed 12/22/97)
The Sweet Hereafter. Simple, quiet, poignant. About a town that loses most of its children
in a school bus accident—and what follows. (12/8/97) The Wings of the Dove. Two of
the three main characters are well realized in this colorful transcription of James.
(12/1/97) The Winter Guest. Emma Thompson and her mother, Phyllida Law, play
daughter and mother in this wintry yet somehow sardonic account of bereavements.
Alan Rickman directs so exquisitely that the lack of thematic conclusion hardly matters.
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ioral impulses to be female, and these
cause something more than embarrass-
ment to his parents.

This is the first feature by Alain
Berliner, who wrote the screenplay with
Chris vander Stappen. A man and wife
with several children move into a new
home in a suburb of Brussels where
Dad has a new job. All goes swimmingly,
with the Belgian equivalent of Welcome
Wagons, etc., until Ludovic begins to
behave like a girl—preferring skirts and
long hair and make-up. It is not per-
versity, it is Ludovic. At first, patience
prevails, in the parents and in Dad's
boss. Of course, when Ludovic doesn't
respond to warnings and punishments,
nerves begin to fray. In time the boy's
behavior becomes unbearable to both
the boss and the community, and Dad
loses his job. But—or and—Ludovic re-
mains Ludovic, not through stubborn-
ness. Through self.

The film's one dubious note is its
moderately rosy ending. In another
community, brought there by Dad's new
job, the parents are resolved to under-

Jed Perl on Art
Acropolis Now

L

I n the Santa Monica foothills,
with all of Los Angeles at its
feet, the Getty Center may be
the biggest cultural complex

to open in this country since the Lin-
coln Center for the Performing Arts,
and damned if it's not another heap of
travertine. Richard Meier, who designed
this good-taste extravaganza, doesn't go
in for classical colonnades in the man-
ner of Lincoln Center, where resurrect-
ing Rome's Capitoline Hill was once
presented as the latest in urban renewal,
but there are plenty of old-meets-new
metaphors at the Getty Center. This is an
acropolis with a multilevel parking lot.
The people at the Getty Trust made a
spectacle of their hubris when they
looked to Greece for a guiding architec-
tural metaphor. Still, you can't wonder
that they had Athens on their minds: this
union of museum, library, and research
facilities is about the importance of elite
art in a democratic society. Which brings
you to the four-billion-dollar question
(that's roughly the size of the Getty's
endowment). How does an institution,
even with all the money in the world, go

stand and accept Ludovic. We can only
hope that this would or could be true.
Until that point the film is transfixingly
poignant, which in great measure is
because of the performances. Michele
Laroque and Jean-Philippe Ecoffey, as
Mom and Dad, give us patience in vari-
ous stages of wearing thin and being
refurbished; and Anne Cossens gives a
small yet touching performance as Lu-
dovic's sympathetic teacher.

Obviously the key performance is the
Ludovic by Georges Du Fresne, whose
career begins here. Obviously, too, he
owes a great deal to Berliner, who has
evoked precocious comprehension in
him. The boy does more than imitate or
obey a director: he seems, in some
prodigious way, to understand Ludovic.
It's a great risk to hang a whole film on
the comprehension of a child. In the
recent Ponette, where an even younger
child was central, the result was amazing
in terms of the little girl's ability to
learn. Here Georges seems to be pro-
ceeding through the self of Ludovic. It's
extraordinary. •

about nurturing something as mysteri-
ous as people's feelings about art? Obvi-
ously, the Getty Trust doesn't have all
the answers, but they sure are thinking
big thoughts and spending big bucks,
and already you can see that their suc-
cesses and their failures are going to be
scaled to match.

For Richard Meier, the Getty is the
biggest architectural commission of his
lifetime, and probably also the biggest
commission that anybody has received in
our time. Meier has an eye for drop-dead
elegant detailing and interestingly elabo-
rated asymmetrical facades, and the
Getty's bottomless coffers have allowed
him to indulge his every High Modern
whim. What he has brought to the pro-
ject is the aplomb of the international
award-winning architect, a way of regard-
ing modernism as deluxe signature style
that gives the Getty the all's-well-in-the-
world shimmer that Harold Williams,
who was president and chief executive
officer of the Trust during the 13 years
that the Center was being built, obvi-
ously had in mind.

Meier is unable to conceive of large
spaces in terms of the experiences of the
people who are moving through them.

but the powers at the Getty are making
the best of this colossal failure of archi-
tectural vision. While Meier's grids and
circles and skylights are nothing but two-
dimensional drawing-board conceits, his
patrons have mastered an ad-campaign
efficiency that seems to satisfy people, at
least during the brouhaha of the open-
ing. When I visited the Getty in Decem-
ber, Los Angeles was smogless and the
views from Meier's terraces, and through
his enormous windows, stretched spec-
tacularly from the snowcapped San
Gabriel Mountains to the sparkling
Pacific. Every one of the Getty's half-a-
dozen buildings was primed for a photo
shoot. This is not architecture that pulls
you in. It is a stand-offish kind of archi-
tecture. The buildings are there to pose,
to vamp, to take their close-ups, Mr.
Meier.

Set in the city that has built a
multibillion-dollar entertainment indus-
try out of the certainty that the public
is never wrong, the Getty Trust may feel
some embarrassment about its sworn
goal, which is to teach people a thing or
two. Museumgoers by and large want a
cultural experience to go down easy, and
that is where Meier comes in, with his
sleek effects. High-end architectural pro-
jects have built-in powers of persuasion,
so that it's no surprise that the Getty '
had become an icon even before the
public arrived. I suppose that this is a
case of the richest arts organization in
America inventing its own reality. Art is
supposed to create its own truth, of
course; and there are certainly curators,
scholars, and educators at the Getty who
know something about that process.
Under the direction of John Walsh, the
museum has acquired a small selection
of master works that prove the point. But
when it comes to the devilishly com-
plicated question of how best to present
art to the public—and whose reality art
is, anyhow—there are major disagree-
ments, and the Getty can't help but send
in its own specially trained Taste Police.

T he Getty Center opens at
a time when museumgoing
is more of a national pas-
time than ever before, and

with the Getty's parking lots already
booked well into the spring, there can
be no doubt that it is reaping the bene-
fits. Yet the Getty is much more than a
museum. The Trust's commitments to
elementary-school art education, to con-
servation worldwide, and to advanced
art historical studies have a particular
urgency now. For the question of public
support for the arts is in a tailspin of con-
fusion, provoked by the NEA controver-
sies and then deepened by a decline in
corporate and public spending in the
1990s. The Getty is asking what people
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